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Abstract
Heusler-type Fe2VAl compound is a promising thermoelectric candidatewith non-magnetic ground
state. The present work investigates the Seebeck coefficient (S) of Fe2VAl in the temperature region
300 to 620Kwith the help of experimental and theoretical tools. The experimental value of S is
observed∼−130μV/Kat 300K.Afterthat, themagnitude of S decreases gradually as the temperature
increases. At T=620K, the value of S is found to be∼−26μV/K. In order to understand the
behaviour of the experimentally observed S value, the band-structure and density of states calculations
are performed by using LDA, PBE, PBEsol,mBJ and SCANwithin density functional theory. All the
abovementioned exchange-correlation (XC) functionals (exceptmBJ) predict the semi-metal like
behaviour of the compound, whereas themBJ gives the indirect band gap of∼0.22eVhaving thewell
agreementwith experimentally observed value. The temperature dependence of S for Fe2VAl is also
calculatedwith the help of all thefivementioned functionals individually. The best XC functional is
investigated for searching the new thermoelectricmaterials by taking Fe2VAl as a case example
through this study. The bestmatching between experimental and calculated values of S as a function of
temperature is observed by setting themBJ band gapwith the band-structure of PBEsol or SCAN.
Therefore, the present study suggests that the band-structure of PBEsol or SCANwithmBJ band gap
can be used for searching the new thermoelectricmaterials.

1. Introduction

Today’s world is seeking for an alternative sources of energy due to the fast utilization of natural energy sources.
At the present time, energy demands has been significantly increasing. But, the natural source of energy is
limited and hence it is a time to think for an alternative energy sources. There are various energy generator, such
as solar cells [1], bio-mass, hydro-power, nuclear power plants [2], thermoelectric generator (TEG) [3, 4]have
been developed in the last few decades. Nowadays, almost 80%of the total power supply still depends on fossil
fuels [5]. It is important to note here,more than 50%of the energy expenditure of fossil fuels is released to the
atmosphere in the formofwaste heat by engines. This waste heat can be converted into useful electricity by the
means of TEG,which is based on thermoelectric (TE)materials. The presently available TEGs has their low
efficiency [6] and they are strongly dependent on performance of TEmaterials. The efficiency of the TE
materials is defined as a dimensionless parameter, figure-of-merit (ZT) [7, 8]

s
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= ( )ZT
S T
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2

where S is the Seebeck coefficient,σ is the electrical conductivity, T is the absolute temperature and
κ(=κe+κph) is the thermal conductivity inwhich the electronic (κe) and phononic (κph) part is involved. The
requirement of high TE efficiency is high ZT value of thematerials, whichmakes the TEG competitive with other
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alternative energy sources. The high ZTmaterials should have high power facror (S2σ)with lowκ value [9]. But,
S,σ andκe are strongly correlated through the carrier concentration [10]. Therefore, the optimization of S,σ and
κ to get a high ZT value is challenging task for today’s researchers. The square dependent of S in equation (1)
makes it is an important quantity to enhance thematerialsmore efficient. Simply, S is defined as the ratio of the
induced voltage difference in responce to a temperature gradient (dV/dT) between two points within the
material. It is also known as thermopower of the thermoelctricmaterials.

Nowadays, there are very less TEmaterials having high ZT value [11–13]. The traditionally available high ZT
thermoelectricmaterials consist of Bi-Te [11], Pb-Te [12] and Si-Ge [13] compound,mainly. But, Bi, Te andPb
are easily decomposed and oxidised at higher temperature. Also, difficulty comes from someof these elements
(e.g. Pb, Te), because of toxic in nature, rare and costly. Therefore, finding out the alternativematerials with high
ZT value is required.

There are twoways for searching the newhigh ZT thermoelectricmaterials. These are experimental and
computational path. Experimentally, the ZT can be improved by optimizing the existing TEmaterials or
searching the newmaterials, but this process is time consuming and costly. On the other hand, the newmaterials
for high ZT can be searched computationally, by changing the parameter in the calculation in such away that the
results should be reliable. Thismethod is less time consuming as well as low cost. In computationalmethod, the
first-principle density functional theory (DFT) found as themost powerfull tool for electronic structure
calculation. In this theory, the Kohn-Sham (KS) equation is solved self-consistently by considering single
electronwave functions [14]. The electron-electron interaction part inKS equation is approximated as
exchange-correlation (XC) functionals.ManyXC functionals have developed for better approximation in last
few decades with their ownmerit and demerit. At present time, Themost useful XC functionals are Local density
approximation of Perdew andWang-1992 (LDA-PW92) [15], generalized gradient approximation of Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE) [16] and newly developed PBEsol [17], mBJ [18] and SCAN [19] in condensed
matter physics. In LDA functional, the exchange-correlation (XC) potential is built-up from local density of the
electrons [20].Whereas, InGGA functionals, the gradient of electron density is also considered alongwith the
local electron density [16]. ThemBJ exchange potential is dependence on electron density, its gradient, orbital
kinetic energy density aswell as second-order gradient of electron density [18]. SCAN is ameta-GGA
approximation, where positive orbital kinetic energy density is added toGGAXC energy term andwhich is
expected to give a significant improvement over LDA, PBE and PBEsol functionals [19]. It is seen from the
literature, different functionals give the different features of the band-structure [21]. It is also important to
mention that,mBJ gives themore correct value of the band gap [22], whereas all the others four functionals
underestimate the band gap of thematerials significantly. The researchers who areworking on the field of
thermoelctricmaterials, they considered any one of the functionals as a standard for studying the thermoelectric
properties of thematerials. For instance, Shastri et al [21] have qualitatively studied the thermoelctric properties
of thematerials by using all the abovemaintained functionals. Sharma et al [23] haveworked onTE properties of
full-Heusler alloy by using PBEsol functional. DDo et al [24] have reported the TE properties of full-Heusler
compounds by usingGGA/PBE functional. Rai et al [25] have usedmBJ potential for describing the
thermoelectric properties of Fe2VAl.

As per our knowledge from literature survey, there are no such benchmark of XC functionals to study the
thermoelectric properties of thematerials. Therefore, quantitative description for searching the newhighZT
materials by using the available XC functionals is required. Aswe know that, the different functionals give the
different features of the dispersion curve and this implicitly or explicitly affects the thermoelectric parameters, i.
eσ,κe and S. The electrical conductivity of thematerials can be expressed by the following equation [26],
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where, ( )v kn is themean velocity of an electron in a level specified by band index n andwave vector k and it is
written as [26],
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where, e ( )kn is known as energy band. Therefore, by combining equations (2)–(4) it is evident that the electrical
conductivity depends on band-structure of thematerials. Similarly, the S and the electronic part of thermal
conductivity (κe) are also connectedwith electrical conductivity [26]. Hence S andκe depend on band-features
of thematerials explicitly. The above discussion suggests that the different results in TE properties is expected by
using different functionals, as they give different E versus k plots of thematerials. Hence, the prediction of TE
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properties by using any one of the XC functionalmay not give themost accurate results. Thus, the systematic
investigation in this direction is required. Themotivation of this work is tofind out the best scenario of XC
functional for studying the TE properties of thematerials.

In this work, we have studied the temperature dependence of S for Fe2VAl compound in the temperature
region 320 to 620K experimentally. The elctronic structure calculations are performed by usingfiveXC
functionals (LDA, PBE, PBEsol,mBJ and SCAN)within density functional theory. ThemBJ gives the indirect
band gap of∼0.22 eVwith the good experimental agreement, whereas all the other functionals predict the semi-
metal like behaviour of the compound.We also calculate the temperature dependence of S and then
systematically investigate the best functional to study the S versus T by comparing the calculated Swith
experiment. The LDA, PBE, PBEsol and SCANgive S≈3–5 μV/Kat 300K,which is negligibly small as
compared to the experimental value of∼−130 μV/K,whilemBJ gives S≈25μV/K at 620K, in quite good
agreementwith experiment (∼−26 μV/K). The bestmatching between experimental and calculated value of S
as a function of temperature is observedwhenmBJ band gap is usedwith the band-features (E versus k plots) of
PBEsol or SCAN.

2. Experimental and computational details

Polycrystalline ingots of Fe2VAlwas prepared bymelting appropriate quantities of Fe, V, andAl of 99.99%
purity in an arc furnace. The prepared ingots were then annealed at 1073K for 5 days to obtain homogeneity and
subsequently quenched into icewater. The room temperature x-ray diffraction confirms theHeusler L21
structure of samplewith lattice parameters 5.76Å, which is inwell agreementwith the literature [27]. The S of
Fe2VAl compoundwasmeasured in the temperature region 300–620Kby using the home-made experimental
setup [28]. For themeasurement, the samplewith pellet formwas usedwith thickness of 3.9 mmand cross-
sectional area of 14.2mm2.

To examine the experimentally obtained value of S, we explore the electronic and transport properties of the
compound. The electronic properties are studiedwith density functional theory [29, 30]using the full-potential
linearized augmented planewavemethod (FP-LAPW) as implemented inWIEN2k [31] code. Thefive
functionals are used as an exchange-correlation part for the self-consistent calculations. These are LDAof
Perdew-Wang-1992 (LDA) [15], GGAof Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [16] and recently developed PBEsol
[17], mBJ [18] and SCAN [19]. The LDA is used as a correlation part withmodified Becke-Johnson (mBJ)
potential. The different values of optimized lattice parameter for different functionals (which can be found in
[21]) are used as an initial input value for the ground-state electronic calculations.

Fe2VAl has the structure of L21with spacegroup Fm-3m. The primitive cell of this compound contains four
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muffin-tin sphere radii RMT for Fe, V andAlwere set to be 2.36, 2.24 and 2.13 bohr, respectively. A k-mesh grid
of size 50×50×50was used for the calculations. The self-consistency calculations were continued until the
converging criteria is satishfied and in the present case the total charge/cell convergence criteria was set to be less
than 0.1mRy. The temperature dependence of Swas studied by using BoltzTraP package, [32]which is based on
constant relaxation time approximation.

3. Results and discussion

First of all, the experimental result of Seebeck coefficient (S) for Fe2VAl compound is discussed. Figure 1 shows
the temperature dependence of S in the temperature region 300 to 620K. At T=300K, the observed value of S
is∼−130 μV/K. Afterthat, themagnitude of S decrese as the temperature increases and at 620K the value of S
observed is∼−26 μV/K.The similar type of behaviour is studied byKKurosaki et al [33]. For stoichiometric
Fe2VAl, the positive values of S are reported bymany groups [34–37] and also the negative values of Swith low
magnitude (∼−20 to∼−10μV/K in the temperature range 300 to 600K ) is also reported byMikami et al [38].
Our sample shows the negative values of Swith highermagnitude through the temperature range studied, which
indicates the slight off-stoichiometry of the sample. The negative values of S indicate the n-type behaviour of the
sample.

To understand the behaviour of the experimentallymeasured S, we have carried out the electronic structure
calculations. The dispersion curve and density of states (DOS) are computed by using five different exchange-
correlation (XC) functionals. The LDA, PBE, PBEsol and SCANgive the similar results in electronic calculation,
whereas different result is observed in case ofmBJ. Therefore, the results of PBEsol andmBJ calculations are
described below.
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Figures 2(a) and (b) show the calculated dispersion curve obtained using PBEsol andmBJ, respectively. It is
clear that from the dispersion curve of PBEsol, the bottomof the conduction band (CB) is just below the EF at the
X-point andwhich has lower energy than top of the valence band (VB). This predicts the semi-metal like nature
of the compound. The direct gap between top of theVB and second bottomofCBobserved is∼0.36 eV.
Figure 2(b) exhibits the dispersion curve calculated frommBJ potential. ThemBJ is known to give themore
accurate band gap of the semiconductors and insulators [22]. In thefigure, the top of theVB and the bottomof
theCBoccur atΓ andX-point, respectively. The observed value of indirect band gap is∼0.22eV, which gives the
well agreementwith the experimental value [39].We set the zero of chemical potential atmiddle of the band gap,
which is represented as dashed line. ThemBJ features of the band-structure is different from that of PBEsol
features. The four bands (represented as 1, 2, 3 and 4)near the Fermi level aremainly contributed to the S for
both the functionals are expected in the tempertaure range studied.Here, the top of theVB is triply degenerated
(bands: 1, 2 and 3) atΓ-point for both the functionals. In case of PBEsol, at X-point, the top of theVB (band 3) is
non-degenerated and this band also touches the bottomof theCB. But, in case ofmBJ, the top of theVB band (at
X-point) is doubly degenerated (bands: 2 and 3)with giving the finite gap frombottomof theCB. Therefore,
evenwe give the same band gap, this changes in features of band-structure near the Fermi level are expecting to
give the different S values by using both the functionals.

Figure 1.Temperature dependence of Seebeck coefficient in Fe2VAl.

Figure 2.The calculated band-structure of Fe2VAl obtained from (a)PBEsol and (b)mBJ.

4
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Total density of states (TDOS) and partial density of states (PDOS) are also calculated for Fe2VAl. Figure 3(a)
and (b) exhibit the calculated TDOSby using PBEsol andmBJ, respectively. PBEsol yields the semi-metal like
behaviour near the Fermi level. The band gap is clearly seen in case ofmBJ as predicted by band-structure
calculation. In the low lying energy range (∼−0.5 to 0 eV) in theVB, the contribution forDOSusing PBEsol is
more than that ofmBJ, which is expected to give the different S values, evenwe use the same band gap.

In order to know the contribution of charge carriers to S fromdifferent atomic orbitals, we have calculated
the PDOS for all the constituent atoms (Fe, V andAl) of Fe2VAl using PBEsol andmBJ potentials, which is
shown infigures 3(c)−(h). From the calculation, it is seen that the electronic contribution near the Fermi level
comes fromFe 3d andV 3d orbitalsmainly with negligibly small contribution fromAl 3p orbital. For the simple
cubic (SC) lattice, five degenerate d orbitals split into three-fold degenerate states t g2 (dxy , dyz , dzx) and two-fold
degenerate states eg ( -dx y2 2, dz 2). Figures 3(c) and (d) show the contribution of Fe 3d orbitals near the Fermi
level. From thefigure, it is clearly observed that inVB the contributions inDOS aremainly from t g2 states
(∼70%)with quite small contribution from eg states (∼30%) , whereas in conduction band the contribution
from t g2 and eg states are∼35%and∼65% , respectively. Figures 3(e) and (f) exhibit the contribution of V 3d
orbitals in theDOS. It is clear from the figure, inVB the dominant contribution inDOS is observed from t g2

(∼80% ) statesmainly, whereas inCB the t g2 and eg states are equally contributed in theDOS. For both Fe andV,
the hole contributionmainly comes from t g2 states inVB (∼−1 eV to 0 eV), whereas the electron contribution
comes from eg states inCB (0 eV to∼1 eV). The dominant contributing states inVB (∼−1 to 0 eV) andCB (0 to
∼1 eV) are t g2 and eg, respectively. Figures 3(g) and (h) represent the PDOSplots of Al 3p given by using PBEsol
andmBJ potential. It is seen from the figure the contribution of Al atom inDOS is very less in compare to Fe and
V atoms near the Fermi level. Here, it is also important to note that the features and contributions of PDOSnear
the Fermi level are different for PBEsol andmBJ. Therefore, from the above discussions, it is expected to give the
different S values for both the functionals, evenwe give the same band gap.

The temperature dependence of S is calculated by usingfivementionedXC functionals through the present
study. Figure 4 shows the calculated values of S (using LDA, PBE, PBEsol and SCAN functionals) as a function of
temperature. The calculated value of S is found to be 3–5 μV/Kat 300K,which is far away from the
experimentally reported value of∼40 μV/Karound the room temperature [34–36].Whenwe consider small
amount of off-stoichiometry of the compound through theμ shift up to∼20meV, the value of S is found to be
∼−0.5 to∼−10μV/Kat 300K,which is negligibly small as compare to our experimentally observed value of
∼−130 μV/K at 300K. This result suggests the failure of these four functionals in estimating the correct value
for the S. Therefore, care should be taken to use these four functionals for searching the newTEmaterials.

Temperature dependence of S is also calculated usingmBJ potential for Fe2VAl. The change in Swith
chemical potential at various temperature is shown in figure 5. From thefigure, it is evident that if we consider

Figure 3.Total and partial density of states plots for Fe2VAl obtained using PBEsol andmBJ: (a) and (b)TDOS, (c) and (d)PDOSof Fe
atom (3d orbitals), (e) and (f)PDOSofV atom (3d orbitals), (g) and (h)PDOSof Al atom (3p orbitals).
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μ=0meV,which represents the stoichiometry of the compound, the calculated value of S is found to be
∼200 μV/Kat 300K,which is verymuch far away from the experimental reported data [34–36]. Thenwe find
theμ at 300K for calcuting the S to get a bestmatchingwith our experimentally observed value.We found that at
μ≈20meV,which corresponds to small off-stoichiometry of the compound, the calculated value of S is
∼−150μV/K at 300K,which gives quite goodmatchwith our experimental observed value of∼−130 μV/K. At
μ≈20meV,we have calculated the temperature dependence of S, which is shown infigure 6 alongwith the
experimental data. From the figure, it is clear that in higher temperature region, a good amount of deviation
(∼50 μV/K at 620K) between experimental and calculated values of Swas observed. Now, the question arises, is
there anyway of improving thismBJ results.

Themain reason for failure of the results of LDA, PBE, PBEsol and SCAN is they are not able to give the
correct band gap for the compound, but generally they give the correct features of the band-structure. Therefore,
it would be interesting to see the scenario by taking themBJ band gapwith the band-structure of other four
functionals, whether the result is improving or not. This calculation is done atμ≈20meV,which is shown in
figure 6. From thefigure, it is clear that in higher temperature region LDA andPBE give quite goodmatchwith

Figure 4.Calculated values of S as a function of temperature obtained using LDA, PBE, PBEsol and SCAN.

Figure 5.Change in Seebeck coefficient with chemical potential at different temperature obtained usingmBJ.
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experiment, whereas in lower temperature region calculated values are verymuch far away (∼80 μV/Kat 300K)
from experiment. The PBEsol and SCAN are giving goodmatch overmBJwith experiment in the temperature
range studied. Both the experimental and calculated (using the features of PBEsol and SCANwithmBJ band gap)
curves are crossing at∼370Kand then deviated by small amount either side of the crossing point. The deviation
between experimental and calculated data can be due to the various factors, such as temperature dependence of
band-structure, band gap [40] and relaxation time [41]. The calculation is done using particular band-features
with constant band gap (∼0.22 eV) and constant relaxation time approximation. But all the three factors change
with temperature. In temperature dependent study, consideration of these factorsmay improve the results,
which is beyond the scope of our present study.However, the best scenario is acheivedwhenmBJ band gap is
usedwith the band-structure of PBEsol or SCAN for calculating the T dependent S for the compound.
Therefore, these two functionals withmBJ band gap can be used for searching the newTEmaterials.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the temperature dependence of Seebeck coeficient (S) for Fe2VAl compoundwas studied in the
temperature region 300–620Kexperimentally and computationally. Themeasured value of S is∼−130 μV/K
at 300K,whereas it reaches∼−26 μV/Kat 620K. Themagnitude of S decreases, as the temperature increases.
The systemhas shown the negative value of S through the temperature range studied, which indicates the n-type
behaviour of the compound. The ground state electronic calculations were performed by usingfive exchange-
correlation (XC) functionals within density functional theory. The calculation showed, onlymBJ gives the nearly
accurate band gap of∼0.22 eV, whereas all the rest four functionals predict the semi-metal like behaviour of the
sample. The temperature dependence of Swas also calculated by usingfiveXC functionals and comparedwith
the experimentally observed value. The bestmatching between calculated and experimental value of S versus T is
observed, whenmBJ band gap is usedwith the band-structure of the PBEsol or SCAN. Therefore, themBJ band
gapwith PBEsol or SCANband-structure can be used for searching the newhighZT thermoelctricmaterials.
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